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Organizations build and maintain relationships with their external stakeholders, such as customers, suppliers, governments, nongovernmental organizations, and unions. They engage in continuous communication with multiple stakeholders. Such communication has the character of a dialogue, which has led to the emergence of the term stakeholder dialogue. Organizations...
engage in stakeholder dialogues through so-called boundary spanners: organizational members and departments that are directly involved in the dialogue with stakeholders at the interface of the organization and its environment. 3

Boundary spanners introduce stakeholder issues into the organization. Stakeholder issues need coordination to ensure that they are distributed to the right organizational members, that boundary spanners act upon promises to stakeholders, and that boundary spanners are prevented from contradicting each other in their communications to stakeholders. Thus, stakeholder integration is the combination of introducing stakeholder issues into the organization and coordinating organizational efforts to deal with these issues.

Stakeholder integration has gained importance with recent technological developments that increased the ease of communication and the interconnectedness among stakeholders. Virtual communication has increased the opportunity to have a dialogue with a great number of stakeholders at the same time. Because of greater ease of communication, more and more diverse stakeholder groups can and will join in stakeholder dialogue, including stakeholders that did not participate in the dialogue before. 4 The use of the Internet results not only in more stakeholder issues being voiced (i.e., intensity of the dialogue) but also in more diverse stakeholder issues (i.e., richness of the dialogue). How can organizations deal with the stakeholder issues emerging from virtual stakeholder dialogue?

Despite the growing importance of stakeholder integration in practice, the academic discussion of such integration is underdeveloped. Most researchers treat organizations as black boxes when studying stakeholder integration, resulting in a lack of attention to the internal coordination of the issues emerging from the stakeholder dialogue. 5 Even founding fathers of stakeholder theory acknowledge that, while stakeholder theory has a lot to contribute on how to identify stakeholders and their issues, it "does fail to provide an algorithm for day-to-day managerial decision making." 6 (Although debate could exist whether day-to-day managerial decision making should fall within the realm of stakeholder theory, the managerial need for more concrete guidance in this respect is beyond debate.)

The objective of this article is to present some organizational structures to coordinate issues emerging from stakeholder dialogue. While the coordination of stakeholder issues has received scant attention in stakeholder theory, other areas of research are instructive for investigating internal coordination of these issues. Innovation management literature has extensively dealt with the question of how organizations should coordinate various organizational departments involved in product development. 7 Bas Hillebrand and Wim Biemans have noted that internal coordination and cooperation with external stakeholders are interrelated, as successful relationships with stakeholders require the firm to internally coordinate the various relationships with these stakeholders. 8

The literature suggests a number of mechanisms that organizations can use to coordinate. Two broad categories of coordination mechanisms are distinguished: structures and systems. 9 In this article, we will focus on structures that are defined as configurational arrangements for decision making.

**Structures as Mechanisms for Stakeholder Integration**

The suitability of specific structures in the context of virtual stakeholder dialogue can be determined by the effects that these structures have on organizational identification. Organizational identification refers to the degree to which internal and external stakeholders share beliefs about the central and enduring characteristics of the organization, and reflects a bond between the stakeholders and the organization. 10 Once stakeholders strongly identify themselves with the organization, they are more likely to spread positive word-of-mouth, to work in the organization, to financially invest in the organization, and to buy its products or services. 11 In this manner, organizational identification by stakeholders leads to increased resources for the organization. 12

In a virtual context, organizational identification is a particularly important organizational outcome, as such identification represents the “critical glue” that links stakeholders to organizations in the absence of physical meetings. 13 Literature on organizational structures suggests that the formal design of roles and administrative mechanisms helps to coordinate activities among actors. 14 Structures include bureaucratic control, temporary task forces, matrix structures, and virtual teams, 15 and may be characterized by dispersion of control. 16 Dispersion of control refers to the degree to which decision making regarding stakeholder issues is distributed throughout the organization or even beyond the boundaries of the organization. 17 In a structure with high dispersion of control, many organizational members and external stakeholders participate in decision making. While most studies have focused on organizational structures to coordinate tasks within organizations, these structures can extend beyond the organizational boundary and even include external actors. 18 Consequently, this article proposes four organizational structures to enable the coordination of virtual stakeholder issues. The following figure, partly based on Hillebrand and Biemans, shows the four structures ranked from low to high dispersion of control. (Note: The rectangular shape represents the organizational boundary.)
Dispersion of control has a great impact on organizational identification. In general, participation in decision making stimulates sharing organizational norms.\textsuperscript{19} In virtual stakeholder dialogues, participating stakeholders build a shared understanding of the organization, which leads to organizational identification.\textsuperscript{20} In a virtual context, active participation leads to increased organizational identification, because stakeholders develop a sense of ownership during the creation of shared meaning.\textsuperscript{21} When control is dispersed among stakeholders, this sense of ownership among stakeholders is fostered. Therefore, we propose that, in the context of virtual stakeholder dialogue, organizations with structures characterized by high dispersion of control are more likely to have high organizational identification than organizations with structures characterized by low dispersion of control.

We argue that organizations should match their coordination mechanisms (including structures) to the high intensity and richness of virtual stakeholder dialogues. Organizations without proper internal coordination are prone to act incoherently on the issues raised by their stakeholders and likely to face poor organizational identification among their stakeholders. These organizations may not live up to the expectations raised during the dialogue. Organizations with poorly matching coordination mechanisms are likely to be common practice: anecdotal observations suggest that, encouraged by the popular press, consultants, and other organizations in the industry, many organizations decide to engage in virtual stakeholder dialogue. Such organizations are likely to focus on organizing the virtual stakeholder dialogue, for instance, by building web communication platforms. A major challenge for organizations is to prepare internally for virtual stakeholder dialogue, because changing internal structures may prove to be difficult.\textsuperscript{22} Without suitable coordination mechanisms, engaging in virtual stakeholder dialogue is a superficial attempt to present a favorable appearance. Managerial practices that are only adopted for ceremonial reasons have low effectiveness.\textsuperscript{23}
Adopting virtual stakeholder dialogue without suitable coordination mechanisms has detrimental performance consequences. Further research should address the internal coordination aspects of virtual stakeholder dialogue to understand when such dialogue is likely to succeed. A first step in this research is to carefully document the consequences in cases where virtual stakeholder dialogue was not accompanied by matching coordinating mechanisms.

As this article is based on a review of extant literature and as virtual stakeholder dialogue is a nascent domain of study, the inventory of structures presented in this article is unlikely to be exhaustive. Organizations at the forefront of virtual stakeholder dialogue are likely to experiment with new structures in order to deal with the new challenges. Through such experimentation, these organizations will learn to share control with stakeholders in ways that are mutually beneficial.24
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